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Dean’s Desk

- A P J Abdul Kalam

Dear Students,
MSRIM has been a bedrock for many students in their endeavors in achieving success not just in their career but also in
their life goals. Sankalpa is another platform that facilitates
and enables a student to experiment in the creative domain
while also being a messenger giving insights into events and
activities of the Institute.
My congratulations to the students who have contributed to
this issue of Sankalpa. Those of you who still haven’t, but
sense that they can be just as creative or insightful, do take the
courage to pen it down and share it with others. Sankalpa is
waiting to welcome you.

Editor’s Board
Dean - Dr. H. Muralidharan
Prof. Debolina Gupta

Student Volunteers
Abhishek S
Dhanush Bhangera
K Maria Sushmitha
Nishant Darbari

Wishing all of you the very best and a great time reading this
issue.
M. S. Ramaiah Institute of Management, Bengaluru

Priya De
Shishir Agarwal
June 2016
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Editor’s Note
M. S. Ramaiah Institute of Management has always set benchmarks,
year after year, as far as accentuating one’s interest in learning is considered. The release of the Sankalpa newsletter 2016 is testimony to
this fact. At this juncture, I would like to extend my warm regards to
everyone involved, directly or indirectly, in the revival of the newsletter. It is also my strong conviction that this article, if one grabs the opportunity , promises and unlocks a cascade of opportunities and provides a scope for exhibiting one’s skills and talents.
With a positive frame of mind, I assure that this newsletter does justice to the standards set by
the Institute. I hereby wish all the students luck!

Business Idioms


A foot in the door
Manage to enter an organization, a field of business, etc. that could bring you success.



Cash cow —

The part of a business that always makes a profit and that provides money for the rest of
the business.


Too many chiefs, not enough Indians —

Used to describe a situation in which there are too many people telling other people what
to do, and not enough people to do the work.


Eager Beaver —
An enthusiastic person who works very hard.



Hold the fort —
Have responsibility for something or care of somebody while other people are away or

out.
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Clan Communique
The Communicare Club successfully took flight for the season 2016-18 by conducting its first
event ‘Final Cut’ - a short filmmaking competition on 3rd August, 2016. The program was
judged by an esteemed panel consisting of Dr. Savitha Rani (Program Head) and Mr. Narayana
Bhyrappa (Registrar).
The films were based on diverse themes ranging between Women Empowerment, Poverty, Humor, Time Management and many more. It was a challenging task to distinguish one film
from the other as each one was unique in its
own way in presenting the chosen theme.
Then came the hour of taking feedbacks not
only from the judges, but also from the participants, the audience and the volunteers as well.
After that, the winners and runners were announced by the juries. Winners of the event
were Rajesh, Peetson Shaji, Sabarish Das, Safar Khan, and Silvister Sarjan. Runners were
Gurpreet, Keerthana and Madhumita.

Communicare Club

Faculty Coordinator—Prof. Jamuna A S

COSCA had or ganized its fir st event - “Talent Hunt” on 20th July, 2016. The motive of this
event was to identify the hidden talents among the students of 2016 - 2018 batch who can represent MSRIM in various cultural inter college fests. Ranging from many cultural performances like dance, singing, recitals to instrumental and mono acting; this event was indeed a great
platform for the students to showcase their talents. The event was judged by a panel of students
of 2015-2017 batch who have represented the Institute in various inter and intra College cultural fests. Under the guidance of COSCA Faculty Coordinator Prof. Debolina Gupta, the members of the club had put up a great show. The winners of the event were Jyoti Tiwari, Tushar,
Manish Jaiswal, Silvister Sarjan, Amit Ganguli, Supriya, Anuj Gupta, Priyanka Dutt, Ankit
Mitra and Sri Vaidhik.
Faculty Coordinator — Prof. Debolina Gupta
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Finance Club launched the fir st event for the year 2016-17 — ‘Fragesport’ - a quiz competition on 13th July, 2016. The motive of the event was to enhance the basic financial
knowledge of the participants. Prof. Jayashree Kowtal was the chief guest and Prof. K. G. Muralidhara, finance club coordinator presided over the event. The winners of the event were
Chakradhar Varma, Prakash Roy, Shalini Singh, Madhusudhan, Shalini Jain and Yash Sarda.
Finance club conducted its second event — ‘Ideogram’ on 3rd August, 2016. The main objective of this event was to design a logo and provide a name and tagline for the Finance club.
The presentation of the event was evaluated by three juries: Prof. K. G. Muralidhara (Finance
Club coordinator), Prof. Triveni & Prof. Swati Basu Ghose on a scale of 30 points. In all, 15
groups (3 in a team) participated. The best logo, name & tagline were selected by the juries,
Finance club would be recognized by the name "FINTRICK" and the tagline "Think Forward,
Gain More", which was rated the best amongst all. The event was successfully concluded by
handing over trophies to the winners Vishnu Kumar, Sai Krishna and Narayanan Mahadevan.
Faculty Coordinator — Prof. K. G. Muralidhara

COSCA

Fintrick
M. S. Ramaiah Institute of Management, Bengaluru
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The objective of the HR club is to bring the interested students together in the field of HRM
and help them learn more about what HR professionals do.
Formal inauguration of the HR club was on 3rd August, 2016 and inaugurated by Ms. Monica Alex, Manager Learning and Development, Himalaya Drug Company.
The topic discussed by the guest was ‘Myth and challenges in the HR job market’. She emphasized on certain myths and beliefs of HR job from the students’ perspective and brought
out a few facts about the HR scenario in her experience and very convincingly the topic was
put across to the students about the myths of HR. She also highlighted how students need to
be prepared for their overall personality development and to accept the challenges with a
smiling face. She concluded the session by quoting “For a HR the best gesture is a smile on
the face”.
Faculty Coordinator — Prof. Arul Jyothi
The Marketing Club events for the new academic year kick started with a bang with huge
participation from the students on 13th July, 2016. It was initiated by a warm welcome extended by the Club Head Prof Meghna Verma who addressed the students and briefed them
about various upcoming events and activities of the club. An insight was also given on the
Marketing Club Loyalty Card. The core team members welcomed every one with club Loyalty card along with chocolates. The marketing news highlights of the week were presented by
the news team of marketing club, which gave the audience an insight on the latest happenings
around the world in the field of marketing.
“Inquisitive”, an interesting but challenging quiz competition followed the briefing, 12 teams
with 6 members each participated. The quiz was hosted by the core team of marketing Club.
A total of four rounds were conducted, incorporating different aspects of marketing like jingles, logos, taglines etc.

Winning Team: Snehal Mehrotra, Bodanapu Deepika, A.Sai Satish, Sabarish Das and Aditi.
Runner up Team: Amit Ganguli, Anuj Gupta, C Pavitra, T.Sai Gautham and Silvister Sarjan.
The club acknowledges the contribution of all its core team members and volunteers for the
successful conduct of the quiz and for the successful launch of Club Membership Card.
The second event of the Marketing Club “Say Yes to Your Dreams” was organized as a testi-
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monial to 'People's President' Dr. A.P.J.Kalam, on his first death anniversary (27th July, 2016).
Dr. Kalam was a visionary who always encouraged young minds to dream high. This event revolved around relating quotes by Dr Kalam in the marketing field. It brought out the deep
thinking, innovative and creative side of the students to look at Dr.Kalam from a marketer’s
perspective.
The competition had two rounds. The first one was a group discussion round. 48 students participated in this round. Only one contestant from the each group qualified to the final round. As
a surprise element, two wildcard entries were open to the final round for the audience. In the
final round, the participants were asked to give an impromptu speech relating to Dr. Kalam’s
quotes and the winners were presented with medals by Prof. Meghna Verma.
First Prize (gold): Kanigolla Anusha; Second Prize (silver ): Manish J aiswal
Third prize (br onze): Shubam Panda
The marketing club acknowledges the contribution of all the core members of the club for the
successful conduct of the event.
Faculty Coordinator — Prof. Meghna Verma
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Operaciones – The Operations club conducted the first event for the academic year 2016 –
KUMIKO -Treasure Hunt on 20th July, 2016. The juniors were quite excited about the event
and 36 participants took part in it. After the commencement of the event, participants were startled. As the session progressed, students thoroughly enjoyed the proceedings. The feedback
was overwhelming and they expressed to participate in many more similar sessions. The winners of the event were Pratiksha, Jan Dutta and Arun Naik; and Runners up were Lavanya and
Utsav Matty.
Operations Club conducted the second event ‘Optimization Reinvented’ on 28th July, 2016.
The event was very creative; the participants were asked to form groups and were given virtual
money of Rs. 1000 to purchase the required materials that ranged between Rs. 10 and 100. The
concept was to construct a smart city with the products purchased and evaluation was also done
based on the performance criteria like layout design, money saved, and use of technology. This
event was judged by Prof. Amrita and Prof. Mallieswari. The winners were Abhishek Gupta,
Sai Krishna, Gautham and Harish and the runners up were Deepak, Sadhvi and Sreejith.
The seniors from Operations specialization made both these sessions a grand success as a result
of their dedicated efforts.
Faculty Coordinator — Prof. Amrita M A
Wealth Management includes financial / investment advice, accounting / tax ser vices, r etirement planning and legal / estate planning for some amount as fee. It is more than just investment advice as it encompasses all parts of a person’s financial life. High net worth individuals
(HNWIs) benefit from a holistic approach in managing their money and plan for their future
needs and requirements.
Wealth Management club was started off during the club inaugural, held for batch 2016 – 18.
The objective is to prepare students for fundamental and technical analysis, educate them about
daily business activities and to provide an insight into portfolio management.
The club organized the first event – ‘Get the Picture’ on 20th July, 2016 with a beginners round
of ice breaking which was successful as a result of an active participation from students. There
were 6 teams which took part in the event and 2 teams took the centre stage. The winners of the
event were Sharmistha and Tanushree, runners up were Ganesh Kumar and Sandeep Kumar.
Wealth management conducted the second event – ‘Gazette Slant’ on 3rd August, 2016. It was
a very interactive session for the participants who were provided with a topic from the financial
publications. The idea was to incorporate daily reading habit of newspaper and to educate them
to analyse a particular topic and to interpret it. The winners of the event were Himajasai and
Ayushi, and Saketh and Sandeep Kumar emerged as the runners-up.
Faculty Coordinator — Prof. Rajveer Samuel Rawlin
M. S. Ramaiah Institute of Management, Bengaluru
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MANAGEMENT
PGDM Orientation programme for Batch 2016 - 18
First day at MSRIM, completely new set of students from diverse cultures assembled and was a
mesmerizing moment. The orientation commenced with the Dean speaking about “attitude”
which reverberated throughout the week. Other speakers for the day namely, Mr. Mahesh Kapri, MD - GE Health Care and Ms. Rajani Gopal Krishna, Chartered Accountant, provided
greater inputs towards attitude and success. They also shared their part of experience as an example which motivated the students.
The campus tour was a great journey to discover about places in and around the college. This
was followed by an ice breaking session. It was a highly interactive session for the students
with Mr. Sumanta Bakshi, unit head - DBS Bank. The impromptu speech provided by him
made the audience more enthusiastic in a way that gave a good understanding about MSRIM.
The senior students of MSRIM i.e. Batch 2015-17 had a session with the newcomers who tried
to gather as much information as possible. The next session was the most memorable and a
highly explorative treasure, where 2 sets of groups were divided into outbound training at
‘Break Through’. The enlightenment of managerial concepts in the practical situation was experienced by each and every one of them. One group was gaining this experience while the other was sharpening its skills in Business games which also gave a platform for the students to
expose their hidden talents and look at the level of creativity put across in the team.
Last but not the least, inspiring video from the movie ‘Lagaan’ was projected to the students to
provide an even better understanding of managerial functions. Each day of the orientation was
a new lesson for the students to be learnt and experienced.
M. S. Ramaiah Institute of Management, Bengaluru
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ACTapult Business Contest

The business contest was conducted on 26th and 27th July, 2016. The participants were - Tanushree Chourasia and Swati Dwivedi , Pavitra and Lenka Girish, Utkarsh Dubey and Shweta
Khandelwal who took part in Business case, Finance case and Organisational case respectively.
Apart from these students, Manni Harish Naidu and Amit Ganguli were coordinators from the
first year.
Prof Rajveer Samuel Rawlin and Mr. Somashekar accompanied the participants and were part
of the contest for the 2 days. A total of 11 colleges participated in the event.
All the participants were welcomed warmly by the ACT team. It was followed by a small office tour. The CEO, CFO and CPO of ACT addressed all the participants on their expectations.

The EMCEE of the event was MSRIM alumnus Mr. Mukund Jha and many other alumni actively coordinated. Participants from each college were assigned a mentor and were briefed
about the cases. The timeline for the case study solution was 12 hours in the PPT format on
which all the participants worked.
The presentations were completed and the winners of the event and the runner up were announced by the end of the day with a proper set of feedback.

M. S. Ramaiah Institute of Management, Bengaluru
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China’s Shift to a Service Economy
There is no doubt that China has been one of the main engines of global growth in the last three
decades. Essential to this economic success story has been China’s role as “the factory of the
world.” Their reliance on export-dependent manufacturing is, however, coming to an end. As
China moves away from a manufacturing-driven economy to a more consumption and servicedriven model. Chinese companies will have to find new ways of managing and motivating their
employees.
A manufacturing-driven economy has different requirements than a service-driven one and thus
brings forward the question whether the incentive systems used to motivate employees in the
former model will still work in the latter model.
A manufacturing model motivates employees through tangible financial means and is often a
one-to-one relationship: the more you get paid, the better you will perform and thus produce
more. This approach often prioritizes quantity over quality. In the past, this belief was very
much reflected in China’s customers’ preference for lower-quality cheap products. Moreover,
this type of incentive system to motivate employees also aligned well with the more traditional
management structures in Chinese companies where decision-making is centralized and leadership is equated to a large extent with adhering to quotas and other pre-established criteria.
A service-driven economy, however, faces different demands and requires a different approach
to incentive systems. In a service-driven economy, customers cannot be lured in with cheap,
low-quality offerings. Now, customers will demand high-quality products, and for that they are
willing to pay more. To differentiate your company, it thus becomes necessary to communicate
to customers why you are in the business of selling this particular product and what value it
brings to the customer. This shift changes the kind of incentives required.
Simply motivating employees by paying them more when they perform better only installs a
calculative type of thinking. Research has demonstrated that consequence of such a mind-set is
that employees will pursue more, their own self-interest rather than the interests of other stakeholders including the customer’s interests. Workers simply try to sell as many units of the most
profitable products as they can. This poses a problem, because for obvious reasons, in a service
-oriented economy, companies need employees motivated to create not only short-term financial gains, but also long-term non-tangible outcomes for both the company and customers. It is
this dilemma between using tangible versus non-tangible incentives that Chinese companies are
facing today.
NITISH KUMAR (151233)
M. S. Ramaiah Institute of Management, Bengaluru
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Booming Exotic Pet Industry in India
Business is all about making a right move at the right time. The first mover acquires the major
market share. I would like to introduce a gigantic market which has taken a new shape in today’s world and it is the market on exotic pets which is highly flourishing today in India. It has
turned out as a mega craze among all sections of the population, specifically in the higher income group. In today’s busy schedule, people are more stressed out and are always in search of
peace and happiness, which they find in their pets. Pets are stress busters and spread a smile on
their owner’s face, irrespective of any issue. Moreover, for the niche segment of the population, rare and expensive pets symbolises status in the society.
According to a research conducted by the Research and Consultancy Enterprise (RACE) of Institute of Management Technology (IMT), Ghaziabad, there are about 2.2 million pets in the
Indian household with the population increasing by 26% every year. Leading newspaper daily
(Times of India) reports that 70% of the Bollywood industry is owning at least one pet. As far
Indian Wildlife Act 1972 is concerned there is no restriction on keeping, breeding and exhibiting exotic pets which include birds, reptiles, mammals etc.
Therefore, there will be a continuous growth in the trend of exotic pet market in the upcoming
days. It’s the perfect time to invest in such an industry which will definitely generate a very
handsome amount of return, though people may think there is huge risk when livestock is concerned. I would like to conclude that for an investment to be made, research is the key aspect
which will minimise the risk and help us to make a profitable investment.
Raj Dey (151240)
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YUGDHARM
The beginning of RAJNEETI...
Everyone in the country (India) talk about bringing about a change, but no one does anything
about it. To bring about a change it’s necessary to join politics because if you can’t change the
system, you will be forced to walk with it as the system is backed by politics, that’s why I love
politics and I want to become a Politician.

For the last 68 years since Independence, why have we still considered a developing country
not a developed country? Why do we always stand at the doors of the World Bank? Why do
some Indians still search for food in the trash? Why are people bound to sleep on the footpaths
irrespective of rain or cold?
It is because the government says that it doesn’t have enough funds to fulfil their needs, but in
turn the fact is that all Indian funds are dumped in the form of black money whether inside or
outside India. 90% of the black money is lying within India and nobody has ever bothered. In
the name of black money, these politicians misguide the common people that they would bring
back the black money (25 lack crore), but practically speaking it is not possible unless there are
major changes brought out in the law i.e. Prevention of ‘Money Laundering’. But the bitter
truth is that these corrupt politicians would never want and let this black money return to India
as their pockets would get light!
Government is present to serve the society, not to satisfy industrialists. Who will understand
the needs of poor because government never understands it? The main problem is the venom of
greed, corruption and criminalisation spreading in their veins like cancer but we have to
change this and we will surely bring a change.
In this fight we can lose something else which is more important and it cannot be compared to
money, we are losing our soul, our faith and self - consciousness and we are left with no
strength to fight for truth. Everything can be bought for a price hence respect for one’s self is
dying. The corrupt have become our leaders, heroes and we scoff at honesty and truthfulness.
Our ancestors fighting against years of slavery, faced the atrocities of the colonial government,
they welcomed the noose with a smile and then we witnessed the dawn of our independence
and now also many people sacrifice their lives to retain it. I never want to lose it again that’s
why I want to become a politician.
Shashi Moul Srivastava (151246)
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Creating a phenomenon called Success
Today’s business environment is very competitive. It’s now easier and cheaper to start-up a
business, particularly with technology enabling the business to be conducted online on a global
scale.
The challenge is to resist being another “me too” business by developing a sustainable competitive advantage that differentiates you from your competitors. A sustainable competitive advantage is a key to success in business. At its most basic level, it is of three types:

Cost advantage: The business competes on price.



Value advantage: The business provides a differentiated offering that is perceived to be of a
superior value.



Focus advantage: The business focuses on a specific market price with tailored offering designed specifically for that segment.

There is yet another advantage called “first mover advantage”. This, however, is not sustainable unless supported by any of the above three. Sustainable competitive advantage can be developed by:

Understanding the market and its segments.



Developing an understanding as to what customers really want and establish a value proposition for them.



Working of the key things we need to do well to support and deliver that value proposition.



Understanding your strengths and core competencies and using them to provide value.



Designing the business model to support and deliver the value proposition.

Competitive advantage refers to traits that allow a business to outperform its competitors.
These attributes may include access to natural resources, unique capabilities and/or innovative
products and services. In terms of competitive advantage, sustainability is the real differentiator.
Values, the beliefs that lie at the heart of the corporate culture has identified as one of the key
dimensions of culture. Throughout the world, it is the human contribution that makes the difference between success and failure and behind every successful organizational endeavor, a
value-based ethical management philosophy has played a vital role in making the difference.
When we look around in this globalized world, we find talent, intelligence, diligence and other
market survival traits. But the individual human values is lacking in this cut throat competition
would of market philosophy which ultimately affects the organization itself.
Leaders and top management must be responsible for building a strong culture with strong values. Therefore, my sincere advice to all of you is try to inculcate good values and professional
ethics.
M. S. Ramaiah Institute of Management, Bengaluru
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Alumni Speak

AIMA 42nd National
Competition for Young
Managers

It has always been a pride to be associated with M
S Ramaiah. All I would like to say to my friends
out there is to live their journey. Believe in yourself and work on your drawbacks.

Happy learning one and all !!!

Topic — Making India a Creative Super
Power. About 20 Corporate teams Participated in the event. It was a 2 day event held
on 15th and 16th July, 2016.

- Aditi Ashesh
Batch 2011-13

It’s all about the right fit!
Choosing a right domain justifiably is the key to
your career gaining interest and your specialization
will make your path easier. Being well aware of
the industry and current affairs should be the top
priority. Also equally concentrating on your
CGPA, developing an interest in extracurricular

activities and polishing your soft skills will make
you win the game.
Anusha. K (161222)

Ankita Jadwani (151308)
M. S. Ramaiah Institute Management
P.O. Box No. 5405, Gate No. 4, Behind M .S .Ramaiah
University of Applied Sciences, MSR Nagar, MSRIT Post,
New BEL Road, Bangalore – 560054
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Contact Us We would love to hear from you! Mail us
at: sankalpa.editor2016@msrim.org
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